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THURSDAY Evening, May 29, 1980

City Of Dover, New|Jampshire Annual Report

124th Annual Report For Year Ending December 21, 1979

LAW DEPARTMENT

CITY MANAGER
Honorable

Mayor,

City

Council

Citizens of the City of Dover,
Hampshire:

During the year 1979, the City At-

various activities and levels of expenditures during the past year. It is
our hope these reports will further inform you and the general public about
the conduct of municipal affairs for
this period.
Respectfully Submitted,
The City of Dover, N.H.
Robert H. Steele
City Manager

and

New

I am pleased to submit for your review the annual report for fiscal year
1979. The reports of the various operation departments and administrative
boards of the city as submitted below
fairly represent a summary of their

volved with representing the City
of a. Action brought: December 6, 1979
Dover in all civil litigation to which b. Relief sought: Reversal of ZBA de-
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Another very important function of
the City Clerk’s office is keeping records of the City Council activities as
to Meeting, Minutes, and all the Ordinances, Resolutions and other correspondence that is handled by the
Council in their various types of meet-

ings.

of cases which were concluded in 1979.
1. Garabedian v. City of Dover

a. Action brought: December 21, 1976
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Purchasing is another function of
this office which keeps this office
busy. All items that required sealed
bids are prepared by this office. Purchase Orders and all functions regarding to purchasing are handled through
this office.
Election and the handling of all procedures that make the elections process happen go through this office.
Finally this office received all kinds
of inquiries etc. by the public and it is
the function of the City Clerk’s office
to try to assist the public in finding
out the information that they request.
Respectfully Submitted.
Philippe J. Morrissette
City Clerk

resulting from

Motor Vehicles

Bank Stock

Resident Tax Current
Resident Tax Prior

Resident Tax Penalties

Property Tax Current
Property Tax Prior
Yield Tax

REDEMPTIONS

1978

49,872.75

Sakae)”

_

Sal

ag

1977
1976
1975
1974

1973

Interest After Sale
Cost & Fees
Costs & Fees Before Sale

Totals

40.14

“

181,922.52

Arrears
Interest
Meter Rent

287,855.18

$285,875.91

21,712.92
639.
2,151.50
$7,773,297.80
365,980.90

383,445.19

369,484.73
121,002.49
2,452.71
30,360.37

127,625.26
404,072.42
1,097.19
6,855.69

501,391.35

I. Vacancy Activity - July 1, 1978 June 30, 1979
We had a total of 206 vacancies during the year. This figure includes Elderly and Family housing. 13 vacancies were due to evictions, however, the majority of vacancies
resulted from residents locating other
housing (i.e. eligibility for On-Base
housing.) Most of the Elderly vacancies occurred due to death or
transfer into a Nursing Home.
II. Rent Loss
The vacancy activity was high during the year. It translates into 2,272
vacant days and represents a rent
loss of $5,452.80. (2,272 x 2.41) This fig-

Guest speakers
and workshops

ure is based on a PUM of $72.00.

Ill. PUM
The
average
PUM
achieved
throughout the year was $87, representing an increase of $16 over last
year’s PUM of $71.00.
IV. Evictions - July 1, 1978 - June 30,
1979
Zlderly

Disabled

1 Br.
"

2Br.
2

$365,980.90

2,983.30
3,782.15

36,429.50
$566,917.34

36,029.43
$579,462.14

|

Another

significant

The Dover Housing Authority completed 13 evictions during the year. 12
evictions were due to non-payment of
rent, 1 eviction was due to undesirable
behavior.
Bose List - July 1, 1978 - June 30,

from
were

cates for the upcoming year. The total
allocation of 55 Section 8 units is divided into family and elderly bedroom
sizes as follows:

change

in the

These increases aided tenants considerably in locating ‘“‘decent and
safe’ rental housing in Dover. The
new Fair Market Rents also brought a
number of new landlords into the program because they are now able to receive Contract Rents which are sufficient to cover their expenses for util-

_ ities, taxes, etc.
VII. Social Services - July 1, 1978 -

residents

of

Niles

Park,

Union Court, Waldron Towers, and
Central Towers may take part in —
The DHA sponsored Christmas parties; tenant implemented Halloween,
Valentines, and St. Patrick’s Day par-

ties; pot-luck dinners and cook-outs;

adaet A) Gp

and bingo

parties;

as well

as

considered

very

success-

_ gram.

2. Instruments were checked monthly
by Pat and Tom Dolloff.
3. The State Lab retested our units on
May 22.

IV. SHELTERS:
1. A listing was made of shelter Facilities still available, however emergency food and sanitary items are no
longer available for these Facilities.
2. Mr. Ken Hanson, Operations Officer
is revamping a plan for emergency
food stockpiling for our shelters (with
time permitting).

Agriculture
Education
Garrison Hill

Gilbert V. Dolloff

Publicity

3
*""

strides were taken to up-grade and
redefine the planning function in
Dover.
This year was similarly active for

Joseph Jalbert, Treasurer

I travelled over 2,174 miles in

th

complishment of both. Some
0!
most repetitious complaints dealt
the lack of heat or insufficient
the piling of rubbish in ones ya
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fifty restaurants, sandwich places and
lunch vans were inspected and licensed. Foster Homes and Day Care
facilities were inspected as a service
to local Welfare Dept. The Health
Dept. also serves as a referral center
for all questions concerning general
public health of Dover residents.
B.M. Fogg

or out-of-date

books were

As part of the larger New Hampshire library system 187 books were

t to other libraries and 56 books
from

re borrowed

1

2

-*

was a happy,

op:

Gerrish

ment more understandable, less discretionary and more protective of the
City’s interests.
¢ A revision of the Zoning Ordinance
was similarly completed by the Planning Board and adopted by the City
Council with the primary focus being
a more effective residential zoning
strategy. Said recodification was in
response to the unprecedated acceleration of land development in Dover
and the impending fiscal imbalance

com-

that was likely to follow if growth was

Report,
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tration.
\
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ment for the Planning Board’s review.
Such an ordinance is required by Federal law as a result of the City’s par-

ticipation in the National Flood Insur-

work ac-

ance Program.

Adminis-

The Planning Office ane expanded
operation into new realms of c

Se

e

_

left unchecked.
¢ A Flood Hazard Ordinance is also
being drafted by the Planning Depart-

tivities have been broken down into
two categories: Planning Adminis-

the needs of pre_

Richard

pose of the Annual

center of activity. Our empha-

rvice was on
,

and

Program.

subdivision requests and ten (10) commercial developments. For the pur-.

other libraries

for Dover readers. Over 9,000 items
e lent to Statewide Library Card
ders from other towns and cities.
e Children’s Room

Development

pleted their services on the Board and
were replaced by Councilmember Arnold Peters and George Maglaras.
Others serving on the Board were
Public Works Director Peter Bouchard, City Manager Robert Steele,
Alan Crowell, Lois Schofield, Colonel
Harry Griffin, Wallace Akerman and
Kerry Forbes.
Despite the turnover in personnel,
1979 will be remembered as a very
productive year in terms of initiating
new planning programs and processing existing ones, let alone administering the review of thirty-eight (38)

withdrawn from the collection.

tic

was also approved by the City Council
in May. The revised ordinance contains major format, language and procedural changes that render the docu-

Murphy

3LIC LIBRARY
707 worn

The

balance of the staff consisted of Planner Diane Flint and Secretary Lillian
Eastwood.
The Planning Board also saw some
new faces as Councilmember Peter

munity

HEALTH DEPT.
Another busy year in the Health Department. There were at least 217
complaints and 114 inspections ma e.

* The Site Review Ordinance, developed by the Planning Board,
was
adopted by the City Council in October. This new ordinance established a
procedure for the technical review of
all commercial, industrial and multiresidential development so to better
assure the City that a high standard
of impact-assessment, review, design
and construction is being complied
with.
¢A revised Subdivision Ordinance

both the Planning Office and the Planning Board in terms of personnel
changes. Timothy Sheldon assumed
the directorship of the Planning Office
in March following the departure of
J.T, Fey, and continued his overseeing of the current and long range
planning operations of the City. The
position of Assistant Planning Director was filled by Jack Donovan, who
assumed responsibility for the Com-

Margaret Boucher, Secretary

ADMINISTRATION

The continuing update of Dover’s
Comprehensive
Development
Plan
was the Department’s
number
one
priority. Throughout the year, many
of its working elements have been
completed or are well on their way to
completion at this juncture.

ductive relationship with both the
Planning Board and the Citizens Advisory Committee
in which
major

Respectfully Submitted
Judith Mettee, Chairman
Patricia Cusack, Vice-Chairman

Membership
We plan to concentrate on the
above, increasing our knowledge
and

PLANNING

During the year of 1979, the Department of Planning and Community Development enjoyed an active and pro-

cers:

|

Solid Waste
Wetlands
Willand Pond

Respectfully submitted,
Raymond E, Proulx
Chairman

PLANNING and COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT

capability on each subject. The coming year(s) will demand
a professional approach from all of the city
departments,
boards, and commissions. We expect to do our part.
Finally, our Secretary has worked
hard to identify and contact those interested in conservation matters. Successful results are evident by the introduction of new personalities to the
Commission as both proposed members and active advisors.
Elections held on May 1, 1980 provided the following list of new offi-

Fs)

cases were heard and decision rendered. Most of the appeals dealt with
use regulations 16, and dimensional
regulations 14, signs, appeal from administrative decision, special exception, non-conforming lots made up the
balance of the appeals.
Of the total appeals 24 were granted
and 11 were denied.

zoning laws with the Planning Director, one to review the by-laws of the
board, and one with the City Manager
and an additional meeting when the
board travelled to Concord, N.H. for a
conference
sponsored
by the State
Planning Office.
At the 16 meetings on appeals, 35

L.C:P:.e.

ly

in the Diversion

burial.
Payments were made to N.H. Department of Public Welfare for local
share of City of Dover's liability. This
covered Old Age Assistance, Aid to
Totally Disabled, and Nursing care.
Respectfully submitted,
Margaret E. Seymour
Director of Welfare

purposes.
Of these meetings one to review the

RADIO GROUP:

CONSERVATION COMM.

Land Acquisition

to work

ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT

Respectfully Submitted

By the end of the year our efforts
were organized along the followin;
functions:
.
“

hired

Program: Diane D’Angelo is the Diversion Worker, and Anne Parsons is
the Diversion Aide. We cannot evaluate the progress of the program yet,
after only two months of operation,
but community
response
has been
good.
Other Youth Resources programs
which are continuing to expand are
the Big Buddy Program and Crisis
Home Program. A new program is
“Our Gang’, the Young Adult Theater
Group, which is rehearsing a short
play written by one of the members.
The Youth
Resources
Office has
been very busy with youth employment projects. The Outreach Counselor checks Dover High School every
week to get a list of dropouts, and
contacts them for job services. We
have contacts for employment with
private businesses,
and also refer
many youths to public job projects
such as CETA,
Young
Adult Conservation Corps, and others. We had a
very busy summer
with over 90
youths enrolled in the nine week Summer Youth Employment Program. As
well as jobs, we have worked with
youths in counseling, camp and housing referrals, and other concerns. In
all we have worked with over 800
youths this year, many repeatedly.

The board held 16 meetings during
1979 to hear and decide appeals to the
zoning laws and three for business

1. Monthly meetings were held and to
this group was added a third hat — to
be part of the Dover Chapter A.R.C.
Disaster Team. Mr. William Carberry
is the Disaster Chairman with yours
truly as-‘Co-Chairman.

the formation of sub-groups (committees) to follow particular projects.

were

Thirty-three families were assisted
by this office. This represented one
hundred eleven persons. Fifty-three
single persons
were
also assisted.
Three adults were granted aid with
board and care. There were twentythree minors aided with board and
care. Three persons required aid with
medical only. Aid was granted for one

_

1. Monthly meetings were held and a
review course was given by yours
truly.

V. MOBILE

accepted by the Crime Commission in
September, and funded with a 5 percent city match. Two new employees

WELFARE DEPARTMENT

3. On Nov. 16 Fed. Funds were approved for replacing our Antenna system,

1979 represented a re-organization
year for the Dover Conservation Commission. During the latter part of the
year priorities for Commission envolvement were established leading to

3 Br.
4

The Dover Housing Authority provides or is involved in the following
activities and programs for its tenants
at Mineral and Whittier Parks — afterschool day care; high school recreational basketball team; full scale
summer
recreation program;
field
trips; youth job opportunities; dental ©
clean and check program; counseling
referrals; employment referrals;
Adult Basic Education class; Extension Service outreach program; and
numerous smaller programs, information and referrals.
Elderly

6 was

—

2 Br.
20

property

checked regularly by WTSN.
2. Warning Plan completed but there
are no Fed. Matching Funds available
at this time to implement this Pro-

Regional Hq.,
held thru this

Family

program occurred with the approval
of Fair Market Rents which were 20
percent over the previous ones.
The Fair Market Rents approved on
April 1, 1978 were: 1 Br. - $181; 2 BR.
- $215; 3 Br. - $238.
Those limits were increased on May
3, 1979 to: 1 Br. - $217; 2 Br. - $258; 3
Br. - $286.

Dec.

8. Civil Preparedness (Defense) will
now be a part of the newly organized
F.E.M.A. (Federal Emergency Management Agency) which comprises a
number of Fed. Programs as well.
9. A Seminar was held at UNH-New
England Center on the weekend of
Sept. 7 and 8 on our Crisis Relocation
Plan. Host for this meet. were Staff

By the end of the year the

list totalled 289. The highest increases
were for 2 bedroom Family applicants
from 15 to 50 and for Elderly from 129
to 177. The need for assisted housing
is very great in the Elderly area.
VI. Section 8 Existing
The Dover Housing Authority’s Section 8 Existing Housing Program continues to be quite successful and has
grown in popularity with both tenants
and landlords. We remained on target
with our leasing schedule which undoubtedly played a key role in obtaining additional certificates for the program. The Dover Housing Authority
was notified on April 19, 1979 that we
would be receiving 15 family certifi-

1Br.
3

Commercial

ful.
Il. Warning:
1. The E.B.S. Unit in our E.0.C. was

Fall to initiate this Program
was
planned.
5. Nursing’ Home Plans were initiated
by State Hq. in August. A follow up of
the 4 various Nursing Homes here in
Dover was made.
6. Freak storm hit Newmarket in late
August, another reason for Emergency Planning.
7. Dover would be a host Area in the
event of a Nuclear Incident at Seabrook Station when “On Line’’. This
was concluded at a meeting with City
Manager Mr. Robert Steele, Ken Hanson, Ken Field from State Hq. and
yours truly in late Aug.

We began the Fiscal Year with a
total of 193 applicants on the Waiting
List. This figure includes Elderly and

No. Certificates

and

the newly established AF Museum.
11, The Limited Disaster Test held on

‘TM.RADEF:

145,959.96
55,833.99
61,114.07
1,056.37

4,204.24

Families.

10. Bradley Field, Conn. was hit by a
Tornado on Oct. 5, destroying Private

Staff Members from Concord CD Hq.

DOVER HOUSING AUTHORITY
The new Fiscal Year began with an
End of Month Accounts Receivable
for current residents amounting to
$1,172.00. From
July, 1978 through
June, 1979, the average amount was
$1,981.00.

Members from Concord Hq. as well as
Regional Hq. Risk areas as well as
Host areas were clearly defined and
State Planning is underway.

=

31,620.28
2,762.70
388,28
$8,941 557.06
285,875.91

8,110.06
5,613.58
32,205.76

Totals

A

for

CIVIL PREPAREDNESS

11653,79

41,644.19
1,797.90
2,996.42

47,751.17
1,578.81
22,686.78

Fire Lines
Fire Lines
Maintenance

'

77,508.44
91,458.87
116,576.60

287,855.18

Water Collections
Water Rates - Current

3,461.62

premium

Respectfully submitted,
Scott E. Woodman
City Attorney

I. General:
1. Dover CP Program for 1980 was
submitted to State Hq. on Oct. 4 and
was approved by Regional Hq. on
Nov. 17.
2. On Feb. 14 a changeover at State
Hq. was made with Mrs. Eileen Foley
replacing
Mr.
George
McAvoy
as
State Disaster Planner.
3. The Boston Globe ran a review of
the Fed. Shelter Program on Feb. 11.
4. A Seminar was held at the Howard
Johnson Motor Inn in Manchester for
all CD Directors in N.H. as well as
Operations Officers, Mr. Ken Hanson
as well as Yours Truly attended. Host
for this April 21 and 22 meet were the

$364,817.44
64,
plus 20.21
5,405.35
101,560.00
20,896.14
2,457.00
5,944,318.83
1,002,360,72
41,025.68

165,249.85
113,782.72

9,307,424.85

Sewer Collections

Totals

~

Compensation

handicapped. Solving these problems
will allow the Library to continue
meeting the needs of the people of
Dover into the next century.
Respectfully submitted:
Donald K. Mullen
Librarian

1979 was a year which saw many
changes within the personnel of the
Dover Youth Resources
Office, as
well as expansion of services provided
to Dover youth.
Kathy Kelley, the Youth Resources
Coordinator for two years, resigned in
March to accept employment in Senator John Durkin’s office. Keith Bates,
Youth Outreach Counselor, assumed
responsibilities of Acting Coordinator,
and, in May, was chosen by the City
Manager to become the Coordinator.
Carol Bernier, who started the year
as a CETA contracted secretary, was
recommended
by Mr. Bates to assume the Outreach Counselor position,
which she did in May. Due to nonrenewal of the CETA secretary contract, Ms. Bernier still retains basic
secretarial duties, now comprising approximately 30 percent of her time.
The major accomplishment of the
Youth Resources Office in 1979 was
the formation of the Dover Diversion
Program.
The
Diversion
Program
personnel work with youth referral by
schools, truant and juvenile officers,
and court. The aim of the program is
to offer individual help to these youths
to decrease the chances of their involvement,
or further involvement,
with the juvenile justice system. This
program resulted from a grant written by Mr. Bates and submitted to the
Governor’s Commission on Crime and
Delinquency. The $23,000 grant was

resulted in a decrease of approximately $30,000 in the City’s Workmen’s
1980.

ficult to heat, and inaccessible to the

DOVER YOUTH RESOURCES

Aetna

calendar year 1979 of approximately
75 percent from the previous year’s
figure, which has, most importantly,

gram.

197

1,214,812.34
43,251.35

carrier

sulted in a reduction of claims involving lost time on the job during the

c. Result:
Request for restraining
order to enjoin Board from withholding the license was denied.
4. International Firefighter’s Association Local No. 1312 v. City of Dover
a. Action brought: June 28, 1979
b. Relief sought: Request for restraining order prohibiting Fire Department
from instituting physical fitness pro-

Bank Stock
5,377.03
Gross Tax Due
8,023,865.54
Veterans
107,424.42
Net Tax Due
7,916,441.12
Respectfully submitted
William E. Colbath
City Assessor

1,292,508.10

Property Tax Interest

Compensation

Life and Casualty Co., in developing a

cense.

22,787.03

ARIS OF COLLECTIONS December 31
1978
979
9
$424,424.59
$447,503.50
85.50
61.00
minus .12
65.90
4,385.65
5,377.03
87,700.00
103,560.00
14,480.00
10,640.00
1,603.00
1,329.00
6,904,943,83
6,811,177.96

men's

Dover's population is growing, becoming better educated and more library
conscious, while the cost of the materials the Library is expected to supply
skyrockets. The Library building is
now 75 years old. Built for another
era, it is beautiful but inefficient, dif-

The City Council approved the increase of the over-due fine from 2
cents to 5 cents per day, the first such
increase in over 100 years. Also approved was an increase in the annual

Loss Control Program for the purpose
of reducing
the City’s
workmen’s
compensation claims and, thereby, its
rate of payment for such coverage.
The institution of this program re-

3. Goodwin v. City of Dover
a, Action brought: July 19, 1979
b. Relief sought: Petition for mandamus to compel City Licensing
Board to grant plaintiff a taxicab li-

7,929,521.06
66,180.42

School Tax

adjacent

c. Result: Contribution of $200 towards settlement of the case.

TAX
Real Estate
Trailers

construction

to plaintiff’s building.

into the 1980’s were inflation and the
growing obsolescence of our building.

years.

to litigation involving
the City and the normal duties involved in my office such as advising
the council, boards and commissions,
and the various departments of. the
City, and the handling of all insurance
claims, this office has been working
for the past year with the City’s Work-

owed plus interest and costs.
2. Goumas d/b/a Barn
Furniture Co.
v. City of Dover et al
a. Action brought: July 1979
b. Relief sought: $2,500 in damages

TAX COLLECTION
Notary Fee
Overage/ Shortage

peal.
In addition

c. Result: Verdict for the City along
with payment of the original $700

BOARD OF THE ASSESSORS

Oe

b. Relief sought: Reversal of ZBA decision denying plaintiff a variance.
c. Result: Dismissal of plaintiff’s ap-

a term of the contract calling for a
22
6
58

Property Assessments
108,068,900
Trailers
894,330
School Tax
534,910
Total Assessment
109,498,140
Elderly & Blind Exemptions
1,079,740
Total Net Taxable
108,418,400

a. Action brought: June 26, 1978

$20,000 in damages
based on construction contract involving alleged extra work done under

b. Relief sought:

$700 payment.

Regular Meetings
Special Meetings
Public Hearings
Executive Sessions

ASSESSMENTS

cision denying plaintiff a variance.
c. Result: Dismissal of plaintiff’s appeal.
6. Spinelli v. City of Dover ZBA

the City is a party. Following is a list

CITY CLERK
1979 was a year that showed that the
City was growing in all areas. Vital
Statistics rose in all areas. Keeping
these records are one of principle
functions on this office and to make
them available to the public as requested.

c. Result: Court denied request.
5. Macdonald v. City of Dover ZBA

torney’s office has been actively in-

fee charged to non-resident borrowers
to ten dollars. Seventy-eight people
have found the service to be worth the
price.
Two problems that were evident
this year and will continue with us

school children while schools were in
session, with activities scheduled for
school-age youngsters primarily during vacations. Small-group activities
and crafts workshops resulted in hundreds of happy children leaving the
Library with untold numbers of clever
and beautiful items.
In January installation was completed on a burglar alarm system,
linking the Library directly to the Police Department. While we regret the
necessity for such an installation, the
need to protect the Library and its
contents from theft and vandalism
had been painfully proven in past

nity service.
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Foster's Daily Democrat, Dover, N.H.

Rollinsford Legion welcomes
Loretta Alty was welcomed as a new member
of Unit 47, American Legion Auxiliary during its
recent
regular
meeting.
Several new junior mem-

bers were also welcomed.
They include Danielle LaVallee, Danielle Healey,
Amy
Jennifer
Healey,
Lambert, Jennifer Lambert, Jennifer Pitman and
Kelly Pitman.
Members discussed participation in the various
Memorial
Day activities
and sponsorship of delegates to New Hampshire
Girls State. Attendance at
the Department
Convention to be held in Durham
June 19-20 and participation by auxiliary units in
the Special Olympics to be
held in Durham on June 7
and 8 was also discussed.
St. Mary’s parishioners
recently elected four new
members to the parish
council. They include Joe
Caouette, Agnes Giroux,
Ralph
Hendrix
and Armand Laliberte.

The St. Anne Guild recently installed new officers and new
members
during ceremonies at St.

Members of Boy Scout Troop 136 of Exeter gather in front of the Minuteman statue at the Concord Bridge during Patriots Day

— Members of his mother to the Troop.
Troop 136 are
James
Brewster
was
presented
a
bowling
plaque by Scoutmaster

making
smoke
detectors
available at a low cost
The Scouts and the fire
department would like to

Cooke

for having

the high-

est score at a recent bowl-

see every home equipped
with at least one of these
safety devices. Smoke detectors are on sale at the
Lite Bite Restaurant and

ing
night.
Committee
Chairman John Kane pre-

sented the National Honor
Unit
Award
ribbon
and
the 100 percent Boys’ Life
at Armond’s Barber Shop banner to the Troop.
or through any Boy Scout
The following year pins
For information call 679 were awarded designating
5125. This is not a fund the time of service of
raising
project.
Scouts these
adult
leaders:
Al

will

not

be

knocking

on Henderson,

your door
The troop held a successful
supper
recently
and wish to thank all the
Cub
Scout
parents
who

The ‘troop attended
Southeastern
Camporee held

year;

Jocelyn Early, two years;
Jane Cooke, seven years,
and Mrs. Robert Cooke, 14
years.
Mrs Early, totem chairman of the troop, awarded

the totem

District
in Epping

one

lowing

Assistant
Scoutmaster
Carl Nichols, the boys
earned a first prize banner in the cooking competition.
The meal, roast
cornish
game
hen,
was
cooked
in an oven
constructed from a cardboard
box, aluminum foil and a
coat hanger.
Rober
Anderson and Doug Forbes,
a guest of the troop, won
several awards in the athletic contests
Boys and parents interested in scouting may contact
Norman
Denoncour
(679-5450)
or Cliff Cray
(679-5125)

beads

for

events:

the

fol

the Battle

ship Cove trip, the polar
bear training session, patrol leader training
session, Scout
Sunday,
the
fund raising clean up at
Lindenshire, and the Issac
Davis Trail trip.
Mark Henderson earned
the first aid skill awara
and Scott
Foley
earned
the camping skill award.
The following Scouts re-

ceived

year pins denoting

their length of time in Boy
Scouting:
David
Atwood
and Scott Foley, 2 year

pins; and David Plourde
and James
Brewster,
1
earned

the camping

badge and
Marcel
earned the
badge.
Michael

merit

Scott Foley and
Courtemanche
first aid merit
Courtemanche

To

the

sound

2 BONUS PLACE SETTINGS
NO CHARGE
WITH A SERVICE

FOR 4

Oneida® Stainless

of

was
and

He

SPECIALIZING

4

Values up to $16.00 Sq. Yd.

gai

NOW %6.95 to 59.95 sa. ya.

~

s Giroux,
treasurer.
The new members installed include Joanne
Rodney, Gailann St. Hillaire, Mary Lou Lesniak,
Carol Bradbury
and

PRIA

AIDA AAA AAA

Armstrong Premier Sundial

IN STOCK

French Fries, Cole Slaw and Roll

S4 50

reg. 16.75 sq. yd.
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NEW SUMMER

Residential

A dinner outing on June
3 will complete the activities of the guild until Sep-

FOAM BACK CARPET

tember. Transportation to
Pier II will be provided by
Bolduc Transportation.
Those planning to at-

6. 95 sq. yd.

*Expert Installation Service Available

STARTING MAY 26TH
OPEN 6 AM-8 PM ON SUNDAYS

124 Milton Rd. 332-5368 Rochester
(next to Drive-In Theatre)

IA IIIA

IAI

I III AAAI

HOURS:

Tues. & Wed. 5:30 am - 7 pm
Thurs.-Sat. 5:30 am - 8 pm

ROUTE 16 CARPET Center

tend should be at the
church parking lot by 6:30
p.m. Many of the members are planning to con-

y)

SUNDAY SPECIAL:
CLAM PLATE

AAA ASSIA

SOLARIAN - Now $8.95 & $9.95 sa. ya.

Louise Boothby. Corsages
which were
made by
Sophie Zarillo were presented.

A ARIA

IARI

IN SEAFOODS

Y_ Daily Breakfast, Luncheon & Dinner Specials
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WANTS YOU
MAY 27+ thru 31sr
OPEN FRI DAY
MAY 30 9To9
MEN’S, LADIES’, CHILDREN’S

SNE

eMANY COLORS
*REGULAR, LONG, and
EXTRA LONG

Regular Price *34
AI
I
AADIAA
FOI

OTHER —
CERSanND
TIC FOOTWEAR >

0%...
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Vanity Fair Pechglo Panties

ALEX COLMAN

ana

sy
a:

ALLADIN TOPS

AY

ssomune: $4295]

TRAVEL IN STYLE
SERIES. 1000

(
Aecrttor
Tourister

LUGGAGE
*BLUE*RED*PALOMINO®
BROWNe*GRAY
*MEN’SeLADIES’

25% TO 40% OFF
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AAAI
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REPEAT OFA
GREAT EVENT

ANNUAL SALE

“50 OFF the

BRIEFS 3 FOR 8
TRUNKS3 FOR “10”
LONG LEG 3 FOR “10%
BUY 3 & SAVE

i

price of any men’s
regular price suit over
$165. And NO CHARGE
for alterations.

MEN’S*STUDENTS’ | ALL MEN’S

BOYS’ SHORT SLEEVE

FLORSHEIMSHOES | JERSEYS

SQ)

STRAIGHT

LADIES’ ENTIRE STOCK

OFF

|20%

0 oFF
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aay 29 5| SALE
MEN'S SPECIAL PURCHASE

Two 5-Piece Place Settings no

for 4 at the regular price of

for 4 at the regular price of

The troop recently held
a Court of Honor conducted by Chris Cooke, as-

$80.00.
SAVE ON ACCESSORY SETS
4-Piece Hostess Set, $25.00

$45.00.
SAVE ON ACCESSORY SETS
4-Piece Hostess Set, $12.00

4-Piece Serving Set, $18.50

4-Piece Serving Set, $9.00

(Reg. $23.50)

(Reg. $12.00)

BY ONEIDA

charge with a 20-Piece Service

(Reg. $30.00}

STAINLESS*

charge with a 20-Piece Service

(Reg. $15.00)

hi

Following
a covered
dish supper,
Michael
Courtemanche opened the
meeting with a ceremony
noting how the actions of
one person affect others
around him.
Robert
Courtemanche
introduced Karl Horton, a
new Scout that he re“eruited into the troop and
presented Karl with his

SALE THRU JUNE 21, 1980

official

YOU'LL LIKE OUR STYLE
NEWINGTON MALL

‘Class. David Atwood introduced Bill Warren and
-_-

70°

ITEMS

=

REGULAR PRICE

:

t

O oFF | SPORTCOAT OVER 580”

:
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Two 5-Piece Place Settings no

leader.

$95 FREE

an

FALL ano WINTER |MERCHANDIse

a

“the shot was fired heard
‘round the world.”

patrol

ALL REMAINING

SHOES
SITAT
ATIONSs

VALUE
$27.00NO BONUS
CHARGE

7

“

RTE 11 FARMINGTON

Special!
CLOSE-OUT CARPETS

Zelda Kenney
692-3300

Levi's |paeoNs:

VALUE
$47.00NO BONUS
CHARGE

and a half

and

Want to Save Money?

&

5% OFF Ze)

bag-

miles later, the group arrived at the bridge where

stave

tl and

LEM’S
SEAFOOD

New

Secionchn: Somcdha’ pes

Scout

peer Pec

sx
“

ONEIDA PROFILE

senior

Nancy

SOLIDS*PRINTS

*
LESS
COMMUNITY*STAIN

sistant

president;

MISSES’ SPECIAL PURCHASE

camp
other

When
everyone
amassed,
the fife

rade. Seven

vice

Mitchell, second

president;

AAIA
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SAAS
AAA
RA
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pipes playing the White
Cookade,
all the Scouts
were
awakened
at 4:30
a.m. to be bussed to the
Isaac
Davis
house
10
miles
away
where
the
march simulating the trail
Isaac Davis took to the
Concord bridge.

2

vice

Joey
Kenick,
Mark
Almon, Bill Morgan, and
Bill Warren all received
their Scout Badges.
Scott Foley attained the
rank of First Class and
was presented a Scout
sash. Assistant Scoutmaster Mario Izzo presented a
banner for the Troop flag
for their participation in
the Isaac
Davis Trail
event. Each Scout was
presented a scroll and
patch.

Scoutmaster Bob Cooke
and Assistant
Scoutmaster Mario Izzo, accompanied the Scouts

all over

Paulette

new members

the parish council announced
that workshops
for the Christmas bazaar
will be starting soon and
invited guild members
and other parishioners to
attend the workshops.

war.

triots Day.

set up
1,300

Starling,

presented
ribbons
and
placques to the different
Scouts who earned first,
second and third places at
the recent
camporee
in
the
competative
events.
The troop as a whole took
second place in the tug-of-

The troop recently spent
the weekend
in Acton
Mass., participating in the
annual celebration of Pa-

The troop
along
with
Scouts from
England

tinue guild work through
the summer by making
handcrafted
articles for
the Parish bazaar which
is planned for next fall.
Grace Joncas, chairman
of the Social Committee of

Madeleine Labrecque will
serve as president, Kathy

PIII IRI

Scouts sponsor smoke alarms
EPPING
Boy Scout

Mary’s Church. ‘the installation was followed by a
banquet at the town hall.
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MISSES’ UNLINED

CHAMOIS SHIRTS
sMANY
COLORS
e
3
:

i
LONDON FOG And
FORECASTER RAINCOATS **

HIP

MEN’S UNLINED

EA

LONDON FOG

series, sorenstont 20% ofr |PAINCOATS
*ATHLETIC SHIRT

PIS ORR

FREE 52000 PEN*

WITH ANY MEN’S ORLADIES’

TWDorr |.BUXTONBILLFOLD
ORPURSE,

ak

ft

§

FARNHAM’ S
“distinctive apparel & footwear for the entire family’’

432 Central Avenue
Our cnarge
C
‘Master Charge, Visa
“7%

alalalalalalalalelatalalataleictaiotel
F
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IORI
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ROR
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.

50

*

MEN’S WOOLRICH

Downtown

Dover

Open 9 to 5:30, Friday til 9

1980...Our 125th Year
RI

RRR

742-1808

IRI

a

7 A
ie
_ PlanningDirector Tim Sheldon de-

velopedand coordinated New Hampshire’s first public/private Park N’
Ride and carpooling system for the
Seacoast area.
* The Department, working with the
Dover Chamber of Commerce, sponsored a mini-lecture series for the

purpose of providing a forum for the
discussion of relevant community oriented issues.
* Director Sheldon also acted as
Chairperson on the Housing Standards
Board. With Fire Chief David Bibber
and Health Officer Beatrice Fogg
serving as the other Board members,
a total of twenty-six (26) violators
were investigated and all accounts
were brought into lawful compliance
with the City’s Housing Code.

GRANTS-IN-AID ADMINISTRATION
- The Department was very successful in obtaining Federal funding during 1979. Grants applied for and received over the past year include
$285,000 from the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
for the City’s Block Grant Program,
$68,000 from the Bureau of Outdoor
Recreation for park projects,
and
$400,000 in HUD Small Cities funds for
the Main Street Project. In addition,

the Department has applied for another $1,200,000 in HUD Small Cities
funds, which will be used to upgrade
the infrastructure and improve economic and living conditions in the
Upper Square Area. This application
has tentatively been accepted by HUD
and funding should be released in
June, 1980.
Approximately 50 percent of the Department’s
work
activity
centered
around the continued administration
and implementation of Dover’s GrantIn-Aids. Included in this effort were:
assisting Dover’s Citizen’s Advisory
Committee in formulating the annual
C.D. Program activities, project design and consulation, the drawing up
of contract documents, project supervision, fair labor and equal opportunity standards enforcement, environmental reviews and financial administration.
The
Department
was
monitored by HUD during 1979 and
found to be in accordance with all
Federal regulations.
Of the forty-five individual projects
which have been undertaken through
Dover’s Community
Development
Program and which have a value of
$3,500,000 over 75 percent have been
completed. The expected completion
date for the entire program is June,
1981,

BUILDING & ELECTRICAL INSPECTOR
eae,
February
March
April

NO. PERMITS
12
13
20
44

ESTIMATED COST
$266,700.00
235,875.00
+ 328,500.00
777,600.00

FEES
$552.00
424.00
691.50
3,727.00

32

378,000.00

52

899,195.00

1,924.00

804,940.00

1,700,50
2,635.00

May
June

434,350.00

July

30
47
62

1426,550.00

October

48

856,800.00

41
18
419

1907,575.00
520,700.00
$8836, 785.00

August
September
November
December

Yearly Totals

1,844.00
2,638.00
977.00
$18,895.00

poets

657,128.00

397

1978

838.00

944,00

Ae

79 Electrical Permits 242
‘78 Electrical Permits 221

PUBLIC WORKS
In 1979, the Public Works continued
its efforts to improve the services to
the people of Dover. The cooperation
of all the Divisions resulted in completion of the 16’’ water main on
Dover Pt. Rd. to New Bellamy Rd.
reinforcing the area, installing badly
needed drainage on Back River Road,
the replacing of several defective
catch basins, the completion of 4 out
of 6 projects on the Dover Point
sewer, and the replacing of the sewer
ejection station at Cranbrook
and
other routine maintenance.
The Public Works Department is
comprised of six divisions which are:

Cemetery,

Mill

Heating,

Public

Works, Drains, Sewer Treatment, Engineering, and Water Division review
is as follows:

CEMETERY DIVISION
Interments

Emtombments
Foundations
Sale of Lots

a

::

23 lots—50 graves

Annual care payments

#12

The Cemetery
Division stayed
within its approved labor budget during the year. This was due to the cooperation given them by the people
who removed their urns early making
the tasks of cutting grass and trimming much simpler, all the urns not
removed by the owners were removed
by the cemetery personnel and stored
at the office. The driveway in front of

the office was resurfaced, and the
continued efforts of the cemetery personnel to develop the new area is still
being accomplished.

* Water
through

from Cummins is pumped
the Lowell Avenue Pumping

station

The Water Department has complied with all the requirements of the
safe Water Drinking Act, and State of
NH water Supply and Pollution Control Commission.
SEWAGE

TREATMENT

RAW SEWAGE
RECEIVED AT PLANT

Domestic 12 months 825,779,000 gallons
Average Daily Flow

MILL HEATING DIVISION

ENGINEERING

The Mill Heating Plant provided
steam during the heating season to:
Miller Shoe, Tiara Footwear, Moore
Business Forms, Warren’s Sleepland,
Design Dynamics and Topper Footwear. The boilers operated with a
minimum
of problems.
Routine
maintenance was accomplished during the non-heating season.

WATER DIVISION
The Water Division worked extensively on the Dover Point road laying
3,000 feet of 16’”’ ductile iron pipe from
St. Thomas Aquinas High School to
the New Bellamy Road, then pro-

PLANT

The year 1979 was both a productive
and disappointing year. We completed
the installation of the alarm system,
therefore alarming all lift stations for
high water and loss of power. A new
Gorman-Rupp lift station was installed at Cranbrook replacing the 25
year old ejector station. The valves in
the chlorine room were replaced. This
was necessitated by a chlorine leak in
September, 1978. In April we hosted a
-chemical safety seminar that was attended by forty treatment plant operators, firemen, policemen and EMT’S. Fe
In December we hosted a laboratory
maintenance seminar that was attended by local water and wastewater
operators.
The new Varney
Brook
pumping station was put on line in August. Due to lack of revenues from the
sewer users fee, and the bonds and investments payments from pollution
abatement project coming due, we
were forced to increase the users fee
from $0.41 to $1.41 per 100 cu. feet.

2,260,745 gallons

area,
REPORT OF GALLONS
PUMPED-1979
Griffin Well

265,001,400

Calderwood
Hughes
*Cummins
Ireland
Lowell Ave.
Pumping Station

273,145,400
101,283,000
204,249,120

119,482,510
TOTAL 1,105,107,243

_ tember, the department found itself
unable to effectively answer and deal
with approximately Ten (10%) permagnet of the calls for service.
. During the year 126,524 or an average of 319 i techese inquiries or

ts

for police service per day

ed. This” actually resulted

criminal offenses
and a substantial
ber of offenses
solved by arrests.

a there were a number of juveniles
who have been seen and counselled by

This”

Court. These figures should make it
apparent that the System is not only
not living up to its responsibility to
those juveniles who find themselves in
difficulty, it is also not living up to its
responsibility to the people of the

of tieh was burglary. Burgla
creased from 342 in 1978 to 307
or approximately Eleven (11%)

community
who
continually
find
themselves being victimized by juveniles who have previously been before
the juvenile court for their misdeeds.
Most serious of all, however, is the
failure of the system to develop these
youngsters into mature responsible
citizens.
Whether it be in juvenile matters,
or in any other matters in which the
police have a responsibility, your police can only be as effective as you
allow. Citizen co-operation, support,
and adequate resources are necessary
to insure adequate
police service
when you need it.
The police are merely extensions of
the citizens of any community, and a
true reflection of their attitudes,
strengths, and weaknesses. The community support provided to those in
distress, upset, or who fall victim to
the criminal is truly reflected through
the effectiveness of the police. Think
of it, after 5 p.m., or on Saturday,
Sunday or holidays, who else is there
to call?
Respectfully Submitted,
Charles Reynolds
Chief of Police

cent, while at the same time the
in New

Hampshire

general

dicated increases in this area.
Additionally, this increased

_
cr

nal activity resulted in a de-em
sization of traffic enforcement. |
coupled with decreased use of
tomobiles,

as well

as, more

pru

observation of speed limits due to
servation measures resulted in a d
crease in the number of motor vehicle

violations summonses,
same time a decrease

and at
thi
in motor ve

hicle accidents.

4

One of the more distressing prob-

lems,

however,

continues

to be

failure of the Juvenile Justice System
to deal effectively with juvenile oi

ders. This year there were 209 sepz
rate juvenile

court

casés,

The Engineering department had a
productive year. Major projects included the completion of 4 out of 6 of
the South Side Sewer Contracts, repairs to the Sawyer Mills bridge and
initial design work for the lower
Washington Street Bridge. Cooperative efforts with the Planning Dept.
insured the successful construction of
four subdivisions. The Engineering division designed/supervised the renovations to the Cranbrook Lane Pump
Station for the sewer department and
provided technical assistance and expertise for the ongoing water study
being conducted by the Water department.

of whi

Forty-eight (48%) percent involved
repeat offenders. Juveniles referred
to court according to age were as follows: Twenty-two (22%) percent age
17, Twenty-six (26%) percent age 16,
Twenty-three (23%) percent age 15,
Twelve (12%) percent age 14, Seven

(7%) percent age 13, and Ten (10%)
age

12 and

under.

Addition-

FIRE &

the

Department

383,162 radio transmissions

made

or an av-

erage of 1,076 per day.
Criminal arrests and the successful

solution of criminal cases increased
dramatically during the year while at.
the same time there was a substantial
reduction in motor vehicle violations
and traffic accidents. Criminal arrests totalled 1,301 as compared with
801 in 1978 or an increase of approximately Sixty-two (62%) percent.
Motor vehicle violations decreased
from 6,161 in 1978 to 2,767 in 1979, and

accidents decreased from 637 in 1978
‘to 529 in 1979.
These changes were due to several
factors. First, because of limited resources available to deal with the primary problems of crime, and the
complete successful investigation of
criminal offenses, it became neces-—

case management aye

ld direct poli

75
40
12
80
32
346
585

TRAINING
During 1979, the Fire Training Division expanded its activities beyond

12-19-79 Tolend Road & Colimbus 70,000"
Ave._Feb
eae
7-5-19 96 Sixth Street
37,000 April
5-23-79 54St. Thomas Street

35,000

3-12-79 80.Old Rochester Road

102

75

nations increased on behalf of our Department. This was most evident
when everyone ‘“‘pulled together’’ for
the July 4th Walk-A-Thon, which was
sponsored

by

Dover

Tomorow.

This

86

July
1979 August
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1

September

0
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2a,

871

1085

was installed in the George Maglaras i
Memorial Park Big Minor Fields. The :
supplies +
necessary
equipment
and
were purchased with C.D. funds; and,
the Minor League volunteers (and the :
Rec. Director) under the expert su: pervision of a local engineer learned
how to install the system on what
seemed to be the hottest weekend of

84
5887
6973
59
96

Total
|

Whe

87

October
November
‘December

TOTAL BOX ALARMS. ..0:.ccsesesesessresansvssnsssssecesre
TOTAL CALLS PER DAY
PER WEEK
TOTAL CALLS DURING
0000-0600
SPECIFIC
HOURS
100
METHOD OF ALARM

Guppey Park Entranceway and Pooll
area was greatly improved complete:
with landscaping, paved parking and\
driveways, etc. An irrigation system

apes

Go

25,000 June

FIRE CASUALTIES

1978

May

—— 46
10S

Eee
Mon,

Tues.

Wed.

BSS.

reated
Sat.
CTRL S gee
ee
1801-2400
a

Thurs.

Fri

Telephone...
Municipal fire alarm

the summer.
Play equipment
was
placed in Longhill, Park St. and Applevale Parks. A Park Brigade crew
comprised of teenage youths under

pit
fp

Private fire al

the direction of Ms. Anne Parsons fabricated signs and installed them in all
our parks. This Federally Funded
crew also refurbished the Garrison
Hill Ski Hut, installed and constructed

be36
57
7

MUTUAL

AID

Given
40

.

NUMBER OFa FIRE RELATED INJURIES

‘els
a

necaer

ee ersoriied1

$850,615
279

77?

7276 Eales.
pees
5
U

182245

structed one of the Youth Center
rooms. A small balance of the C.D.
funds remains for further improvements to the Recreation Center and

75
7
7
131180157
201,siéteSs183

7
7
71sjaan

that completion will occur next year.
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Hazardous Condition-insufficient Info.
Lock-out
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Controlled Burning

Vicinity Alarm
Steam
Good Intent Call-NCA
Good Intent Call-Insufficient Info
Malicious False Call
Bomb Scare
System
Malfunction
Unintentional
False Call-NCA
False Call-Insutficient Info.
Type of Situation Found-NCA
Less Mutual Aid
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FIRE PREVENTION |
During 1979, the Fire Prevention of
fice has increased its total inspections

and related activities by eat percent.

In addition to these bhetiottian a
comprehensive wood stove inspection
form was developed and

by this Department ae
number of other jurisdi
quested and adopted sh
Captain No Burn

OI

We now have within our employment, 5 Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation Instructors, 2 Firefighting Instructors,
2 Defensive
Driving Instructors, and 21 certified firefighters.
All these personnel are certified on
the State level.

In addition to these achievements,
the total hours spent on training per
man more than doubled 1978’s figure,
52.2 hrs./113.6 hrs. This training included courses in Fire Suppression,
Fire Prevention, Arson, Emergency
Medical Care, and advanced administration procedures.
It should also be noted that there
has been an increased number of firefighters
attending
local
college
courses; stimulation of interest in acquiring general and technical knowledge is a vital function of training.

Pool;

and,

it is hoped

Team.

The

Stingrays

should

well in the not-too-distant

do very

future.

At-

tendance at both the Indoor and Guppey Park Pools exceeded 120,000!

Basketball continued to be the number 1 Butterfield

Gym

activity

as or-

ganized Leagues were conducted for
both youth and adults. Doug O’Brien,
Butterfield Gym Director, conducted
some very successful basketball tournaments.
The
Butterfield
Tourney
“Champs” were none other than our
own 5th and 6th grade Tyke League
All Stars! Approximately 30 men religiously (pun intended) played Sunday
AM basketball. Other popular activi-

ties included:
Co-Rec Volleyball,
Noontime Fitness/Basketball, Weighttraining,
Boxing,
Floor
Hockey,
Table Tennis and Fly Tying. The Gym
meeting rooms were in constant de-

mand; and, often the offices had to
serve as additional meeting rooms!
Because the Indoor Pool and Butterfield Gym are joined many aquatic
classes such as Scuba, Water Safety
and Lifesaving could utilize meeating
rooms for movies, lectures, etc.

Summer

programs

were

very

suc-

cessful. The playgrounds were a constant beehive
of activity,
Summer
Hoop Camp operated for 2 weeks — 1
for girls and 1 for boys and Camp Sun
‘n Fun became increasingly popular
as the Camp season was extended to
eight weeks. Our kids (thanks to the
School Dept.) participated in weekly
trips to places of interest and fun;
and, free busing was provided to and
from Guppey Pool. Paul Keenan introduced New Games which are designed toward fun thru cooperation

and participation rather than competition. Everyone was a winner, especially those who participated
in

New Games at the July 4 celebration!
~The 10-mile Great Road Race had
more entrants than ever before. Tim
Haley, Race Director, kept things running
smoothly
and
received
some
good compliments from veteran runners. The summer seemed to pass by
quickly and the final week included a
Carnival and Canobie Lake Trip.
A great deal of time was spent attempting to repair damage caused by
vandalism/abuse. Dick Cote and his
crew: Rollie Oates, Stan Thorpe, and
Bob Bonneau
were constantly busy
putting things back together. Picnic
tables, park benches, water bubblers,
swing seats and lights were primary
targets of vandalism.
Other major
damage occured to Woodman
Park
baseball field, Bellamy Park and Garrison Hill. A most difficult decision
was made re: closing the Garrison
Hill Ski Area. It was necessary to
close the ski slopes because of dangerous ruts caused by unauthorized
vehicle activity. Controls must be established if we are to protect these

areas.
Other events that proved to be successful were: Heartbeat Bounce, Kiwanis Table Tennis Tourney, Halloween Haunted House, Halloween Costume Contest and Face Painting, AAU
Swim Meet, GSSA Swim Meet, OnePitch Softball Tournament and Disco
Dancing. The Heartbeat Bounce has
now realized nearly $10,000 in two
years! The money goes to the N.H.
Heart Association for research and
other valuable programs.
Increasing attendance and addition
of new programs resulted in a substantial increase in revenue. 1979 revenue totaled $82,373,
which represented an approximate 35% increase
compared to the previous year! Increased program
information
mailings and inquiries kept Laura Roche
and Edna Dewhirst, (part-time clerical staff) very busy. It is hoped that
we will raise over $100,000 in 1980.
Every attempt is still being made to
cut energy consumption. Fuel deliveries were cut from 12/13 per year
down to 10/11. An ‘“‘Application’’ was
submitted to the Department
of
Energy for Federal dollars to permit
us to conduct an Energy Study for the
Recreation Center. By increasing revenues and cutting energy consumption
we hope that we can save on the tax
dollar.
Special thanks is extended to everyone who helped us including other
City Departments.

ADVISORY BOARD

: pits on multifamily dwelling
s invaluable, but we need to
rt into getting apartment
elp enforce this law.
ordinance created fire
any of our target hazie
é
proved its value
le response time and
evacuation plan for
health care facility

Park

Aquatic
programs
became
more
popular than ever before. Aquatics Director, Paul Couturier, and his capable staff, Cova Greig, Peg Richardson, et.al., provided
activities for
everyone including:
Swim
Lessons,
Water Safety Instuction, Scuba, Therapeutic
Swimming,
Aqua-Exercise,
Fitness Swim, Early Bird Swim, Lifesaving, Diving and others. The Summer Learn-to-Swim Program, made
possible thru United Way of Dover,
provided an opportunity for approximately 400 youths to learn and/or improve their swimming
skills. The
Noontime Fitness Swim Program became so popular that someone suggested we begin reserving swimming
lanes on a first-serve basis! A new
sauna (thanks to volunteer fund-rais~
ing efforts) was installed on the Indoor Pool deck; and, it became an instant “‘hit’’. A pool lift for the handicapped was also installed and has
proved to be invaluable. Additiona)
lockers were installed to help satisfy a
growing clientele; and, some fresh
paint was applied to keep things
bright and cheery. The Dover Bluefin
Swim Team merged together with the
East Coast Blues Club; thus, forming
the new Seacoast Stingrays Swim

25
1
4

ed

Emergency Medical Call

Guppey

S

20
1
1

Fire Explosion-NCA
Air, Gas Rupture
Overpressure Rupture-NCA
Steam Rupture

Power Line Down
Arcing Electrical Equipment
Chemical Emergency
Chimney Fire Non-Hostile
Hazardous Condition-NCA

play equipment, planted trees, helped
clean and develop park areas and con-

coer

-

TOTAL MILEAGE FOR INCIDENTS...
TOTAL FIREMEN WORKING OVERTIME FOR INCIDENTS
TOTAL FIRES PER WARD

the usual scope of routine training ix
|
fire personnel. It is now giving ad-rvance training to personnel that will
certify them as local and State instructors.

PARKS AND RECREATION
This year was especially rewarding
because volunteer help and other do-

RESCUE

Spill, Leak-No Ignition

During 1979 the Public Works Division was busy with routine work of
street cleaning and sweeping, refuse
collection, and general maintenance.
The State of New Hampshire highway
subsidy funds provided the added
funds to upgrade our paving program,
drainage problems, replacement of
guard rails and sidewalk replacement
program. The capital budget provided
us with the replacement of 1 pickup,
and 1 dump truck. The City Garage
maintained the equipment with a minimum of down time.

assignments,

MISCELLANEOUS

Plans Reviewed
School Programs
Extinguisher Classes
Fire Drills
Fire Investigations
Complaints
Total

DOVER DISTRICT COURT

Rescue Call-NCA
Explosive, Bomb Removal

DIVISION

54
198
14
6
11
27
210
8
3
3
245
22
126
70
1360

Community-Wide
effort resulted in
one of the top fireworks’ displays. The
Parks and Recreation Advisory Board
worked diligently on several issues
and projects among which was a camSTATEMENT AND CERTIFICATE OF AUDIT
paign to increase public awareness of
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1979
Recreation. Mayor Smith and the City
|. Cash Receipts:
A, Cash on hand -January 1, 1980
Councilmembers supported this camB. Total receipts from fines and forteitures Reg. ‘Account
paign by proclaming October 22 thru
received during the year in criminal cases. Misc.
C. Total receipts from entry fees, writs, executions, and other income in civil cases
28 as ‘‘Recreation Week’’! Several
D, Other receipts (Small Claims)
$165,808.66
special events were
conducted
Total cash received for the year
‘
fl, Cash Disbursements
throughout the week including a Vol50,
A. Total amount paid to the State
73,
B. Total amount paid to municipality
leyball Tournament which served as a
C. Total amount paid for court operating expenses (itemize
on separate sheet)
4s
catalyst for a Friday evening League.
(Small Claims Expenses)
"1
D. Total amount paid for witness fees and travel
Hundreds of volunteers from Affil23,
E. Other disbursements (submit detailed statement) Police standards
iated Organizations such as Minor
Fish & Game
$165,808.66
Total disbursements for the year
League
Baseball,
Tyke
Basketball,
$200.00
Balance - Cash on hand - December 31, 1979
Babe
Ruth Baseball,
Little Green
il, Case Count
A. Total number of criminal cases entered
Football,
Midget
Basketball/Floor
B. Total number of juvenile petitions entered
C. Total number of civil cases entered
Hockey, Dover Hockey Association,
{include smail claims, landlord and tenant
Men’s
Basketball
League
and the
7,503
Total call cases entered
DOVER DISTRICT COUFT ITEMIZEDWIST FOR 1978
Dover Adult Softball League contribPrinting
$1,228.40
575.70
uted their time in order to help others.
Supplies ....
Postage
Sponsors and contributors, who are
Xerox Coples .....
vital to the existance of the aforemenJudges’ Conferen
Repairs
E
tioned Leagues, always came through
Refunds...
Juvenile Fees..
when asked. A special ‘‘Thank you”’ is
Clerk's Bond .
extended to all who contributed.
Community
Development
funded
Justice T. Casey-Moher..
Justice Robert L. Cullinan
Projects reached further completion.
Justice Ovid Viel...
Recreation Center improvements inAttorney Louls Silverman;.
cluded: a new filtration system for
the Indoor Pool, pass door for the garage, ventilation fan for the Butterfield Gym, Downstairs Youth Center and condensating tank for the
Boiler. A metal-halide lighting system
INCIDENT
RESPONSE
BY
MONTH
FIVE LARGEST LOSSES IN 1979 _
-was installed at the Guppey Softball
Date
AddressAmount of Loss |
a
nor
Field
which
provided
almost
6-30-79 School
$558,700"
ar,
napm 9
. “Sage
:
:
. _ “daylight’’ playing conditions. The:
%
+

percent

Extrication

PUBLIC WORKS

Day Care
Schools
Health Care
Storage Warehouses
Service Stations
Single Family Dwellings
Apartments
Hotels
Dormitories
Penal Institution
Wood Stoves
Industrial
Fire Lanes
Miscellaneous Inspections
Total

cers of the Youth Services Bureau,
and were ‘not referred to Juvenile

and investig
increase in
being succes
It also resulte

2
361

POLICE
The year 1979 again brought a substantial increase in requests received
for police services. This year, however, there was an added complication. While the police department
was doing its best to meet the additional requests for service, rapidly diminishing resources due to in_ flationary prices being charged for
fuel, supplies, and equipment were
being realized. Thus, during the peak
activity months of May through Sep-

areas.

more attention being directedt

DIVISION

ceeding down the New Bellamy Road
laying 1200 feet of 12’’ ductile iron
pipe to the Spur Road this extension
will help to reinforce the Dover Point

to priority

Foster's Daily Democrat, Dover, N.H.
THURSDAY Evening, May 29, 1980

The Parks and Recreation Advisory
Board

:

began

this past year

working

towards setting up a format for our
meetings, electing a chairperson to
run the meetings and finalizing our
goals and objectives.
Some items taken under advisement
were increased rate schedules for the

instituted last yea

have been remarka!
ey seas

-(cuss!nage P lanib
Dees
the U.N

Recreati

to inerease citizen involvement in
parks and recreation activities. As a
result of those meetings the Advisory
Board along with the Parks Department sponsored a Recreation Week to
publicize some of the recent new facilities and programs being offered at
the gym and pool.
.
We feel this past year has been a
.
most productive one and has laid the —
groundwork for more active participa- eh
tion by the board in park related | ace, =
tivities.
:
sag teins «submitted, ‘3 +

eee:

akosk:

Instruction —
Livestock-Farm-Pets
-

Barrington police schedule dance on Saturday

Ho
GRRE

:

d ie
BE ee

ay grag

.

8

rf
He i
z

wo

2

33

Away Day was being held RIF

tary School recently held
a “My Favorite Book FlyAway Day.” Each child
from the school filled out
a 3x5 file card listing his
or her name, the title and
author of their favorite
book, why they like the
book and the school’s
name and address.
These file cards were
then attached to balloons.
Each child was allowed to
let his balloon fly away
from the school grounds.
The finders of the balloons
are requested to return
the file card to the school
with their name, address,
favorite book title, etc.
Organizers of this event
were Anita Stone, Ann
Ayvaz, and Karen Schuster. They were also the
ones who blew up all the
balloons! Karen Schuster,
explained that the Fly-

cultural

each child received a free

from

RIF

funds,

ll, the fe

Musler

were

teria. The tickets, which present. The methods of
will cost $1, will be on sale operation and the acceptThird

and

able

and

non-acceptable

fourth graders will also be items were discussed.
selling advance tickets.
Besides
sponsoring
book-related programs.

Proposition for 1979. It actually was
responsible for a major portion of the
operating deficit for 1979. Actual
tennis court rentals for the entire 6
month season were only $545.00 and
this did not even cover the cost of the
attendant being here to open. In addition the monthly
electric
charges
were $700.00 per month. A tennis lesson program netted about $1,300.00. A
few special events were held during
the summer months as an experiment

°

ve

Shiely is in the process
of obtaining more cost information
on
modifying
the building to accommodate pick-ups. Another
public hearing will be
scheduled at a later date
At the regular selectmen’s meeting, it was decided that the sale of the
old police cruiser would
be conducted by bids. All
bids are to be in the selectmen's office by 4:30
p.m. June 13. Bids will be
opened at the regular selectmen’s
meeting
June

Buczek,
Gina
Craig Dubois,

‘armington,

Vets Exemptions

104450.00

Tax Payment Incentive
TOTAL
Water
12436000000

:
15087 00

Gunton

101

A ACCTS.

0446000000 Sumener Camp

$70.

703,51

RBSS

ANTS

61.751.00

s7705. 0

190,685.00

10451000000 Planning

27,183.00

10452000000 Buiiding Insp. Div

27 280.03

15,400.00

10454000000 Zoning
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‘oesgo000 Otre”Boece 8 Comm

14,373.35
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10458000000 Plumbing inspector
10459000000
Economic Dev
0481000000 We'tare
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yoesson0n0e Youth Rescurces
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2
37875.0
75-782 00
=.
13,875.00

70464000000 District Nursing

2
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14.080.73

$908.00

‘O46S000000 Hea!tm

g.008.00

3.7

$oase000000 Deetrict Court

TES

38.088 00

79490000000 Capita! Budget

37086 86

328.222 00

Bond Prin. & int

317.242 89

1,283,633.02

TOTAL CITY ACTIVITIES
10425000000 Amouiance
10428000000 Fire Administration

10477000000 Fire Suppression

10428000000 Fire

1980.

{eero00000Administration
70433790000 Sts

& Pub. Ways

10433200000 Storm
10433300000

70433400000
Yard 4 Bidg Maint

45,000.00
636,757 1200
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636.757 00
2

83,437.00
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$4553 20

923,132.00

5,699,369.77

31,155.00
129,156.00

23,880.00
128,438.00

652.662 00

ee.001.2

zm
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14,051.04
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Smolen
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Posi

next
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next

.
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.

will

continue

a

Waldr

conservation.

a

ems

\ZS%

servation techniques.

172.287.18

158,817.19

a2
see

33.328.00
$1,121.00

59.328.00
51,680.00

Zas

on

and

updates
School

the Raymond

con-

as

School

and

approved.

Amy

yoese000000Sond Weeks

123,870.00

197,703.20

138,751.80

irsie

Lynch

10428000000 Snow Removal

128,500.00

102,713.60

120885 44

102_885.44

Welfare

50,484.00
=

720079
aay

58,703.00
aa

sor70
attend this meeting but
Sc ~=rwill attend
a future meet-

ea7s.00
1
22.050.00

57.190Z
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79:073.00
22.080.00
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71.662.00
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10422000000 Patrol Operations

10423000000 Parking Service
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26.00

22.60 5

28,544.00

22984 08

433.457 00
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eee

10471000000 Police Administration

119426000000 Support Service
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10418000000 insurance & Retirement
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1800000
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eee
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103,850.00

1,405,224.00
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1979 COMPARATIVE

Sere
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23 113.66

bmi
151,770.00

1.289,775.78

1s42a23

13, 558,950.82
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14,358 473.0
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26569538

100,000.00
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April
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29,

the

down

1980,L the

1

Employees

a

Labor

Board

handed

decision

finding

that the Barrington School
Board had complied
with
—
the

PELRB’s

BANK,

a

Print

wish the total suit look.
B-157 with Photo-Guide
uApence 10 to eS Size

order

that

aie pag
r

mn

=

until

FASHION

’80 is filled

to return

had

to work

’

Mark

intended
and

was

ce ws

fat

Mortgage Foreclosure

Barrington
not owed

“wages.

The

and thus
any back

PELRB

or-

dered that the board to

pay Mark Greenwood the
=6amount
of $686.37. The
board
disagrees
with the
PELRB decision but wil]

musical

instruments,

Schoolhouse

including

cornet,

(original condition), Gin-

% hr, % hr, % hr, plus time, French

glass

many other pieces of furniture and collec-

Paul J. Krikes, Auctioneer
N.H. License 1837
Home phone: 1-603-742-9591
187 Central Ave., Dover, NH 03820
Estates bought and sold, consignments welcome.

Preston;

150 rolls of insulation, measuring 6" x
23'' x 25' (R-19 factor) (or bundle equiyalent)

CONCORD, N.H.

10 anodized panels (electrically coated

plywood) each 4’ x 8”
13 storm windows

will be sold at Public
New Hampshire, on
all and

singular,

the

thence

running

by said

Preston

fifty (3,250) feet to the said

Registry of Deeds,

Book

872, Page 229, and deed of Lawrence and Mabel Sullivan to Arnold and Joanne
Strafford

County

Registry

of Deeds,

Being the same premises conveyed to Wilfred Dukette and Joyce Dukette by
warranty Geed of Lawrence J. Sullivan and Mabel L. Sullivan, dated October 5,
1978, and recorded in Strafford County Registry of Deeds, Book 1040, Page 248.

The original mortgage instrument may be examined at Seacoast Savings Bank,

(aluminum)

each 4°

x 4; minimum 14 gauge

5700 red bricks, each approx. 8"' x 2",

Hampshire,

Excepting from the above two tracts of land located on Back Road as described

5, 1967, recorded

District is solic-

iting bids for the following materials to

be delivered to the Main Street School
no later than June 20, 1980:

to match existing School building
7 - 80/90 Ib. bags of mortar

Details concerning the above may be ob-

tained from Mr. James Bibbo, Principal,
Main Street School,
Farmington,
NH
03835. (755-2181). Bids should be sub-

mitted to the Office of the Superintendent

of Schools,

P.O.

Box

455,

Farm-

ington, NH 03835, no later than 4:00 p.m.

on

two hundred

SECURED PARTY SALE
OF BUD’S AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE
AIR COMPRESSOR
GARAGE EQUIPMENT & LARGE INVENTORY
AT PUBLIC AUCTION
THURSDAY, JUNE 5, 1980 AT 10:00 A.M.

ti

The Farmington Schoo!

12

in deed of warranty of Lawrence and Mabel Sullivan to Jesse G. and Jessie S.

Friday,

June

6, 1980,

The

School

Board reserves the right to accept or re-

ject any or all bids.

The Farmington

premises are situated within twenty days

after the receipt of this notice, with service upon the mortgagee, and upon such

bond as the court may require, to enjoin the scheduled foreclosure sale.

The breach of condition under said power of sale is default in the payment

under a note of even date with said mortgage.

Take Exit 13 Off Int. 93 - Go South on Old This is only a partial listing - you This is only a partial listing - you
will find a large quantity of garage equip. & Inventory.
For
more
information, call auctioneers office.

GARAGE EQUIPMENT
3h.p. upright air compressor,

School

set- Gear lub with pump - Diagnostic tune up center- Battery chargers- Preci-

is to be

sander- Elec. drills- Stud gun - & hundreds of other items.

District is solic-

High School. The

completed

between

June 20, and July 31, 1980. Specifications
for this

of the

project are available at the Office

Superintendent of Schools,

Main

Street, Farmington, NH 03835, Bids are
to be submitted to the Superintendent's
Office no Jater than 4:00 p.m. on Friday,

June 6, 1980. The School Board reserves
the right to reject any or all bids.

[ sroncemens

drill press - Zep

set- 3 Air impact wrenches- Socket sets-Air drills- Too! box sets- Pullers- Air

ing of the Burtman-Rondeau Gymnasium
Project

balancer- On the car tire spinner- Floor model

parts washer- Electric welder- Bench grinder- Metal work benches- Tap & die

GARAGE

iting bids for the insulation and re-roof-

roof at the Farmington

like new- 212T, alr bumper jack- Air grease gun

~ Coats 1010 tirechanger - 20T. press- 2T & 1'4T. floor jacks- Acetelyne torch
sion bubble

FARMINGTON
BID REQUEST

Dover, New Hampshire.

|g

Approx,

INVENTORY

100, 25ft. air hoses- Coils of 5/8'’ heater hoses- Cases of extension

cords- Cases of dry gas- Brass fittings- Switches- Brake lines-Approx. 200 fan

belts- radiator hoses- Disc brakes- Windshield solvent- Batteris- Points & condensors- Brake fluid- Spark plugs - Filters-& hundreds of other items.

Positive sale- Terms cash, or a letter from your
bank guaranteeing your check. Sale by order of Secured Parties. Sale under the management of Barber Sales, Inc. Lebanon, N.H. Tel: 603-448-3366.

AUCTIONEERS: J. W. BARBER — LARRY GRAY —
JOHN BALL. LIC NO.: N.H. 1912- VT. 1906- Me.
00115.

sent (10%) cash, balance within thirty days upon delivery of

New Hampshire, this 27th day of May, 1980.
->
SEACOAST SAVINGS BANK

ESTATE AUCTION

By Ovila J. Gregoire

Its Attorney

NOTICE OF MORTGAGEE’S SALE

Deeds (said brea'® being fallure to make monthly payments when due for the
month of cael
and by virtue of the statutory power of sale contained in said
Morigage
|. Franke &. Maxcy and Marianne B. Maxcy; present holders of said

estate described in the

Mortgage Deed as follows:

“A certain tract or parcel of land situate in Strafford, County of Strafford, State of
Stratford, New Ha
ire, Frank Maxcy - Owner" surveyed by Charland Associates 1973 and Subdivision by Stephen H. Boomer A. L. S. No. 93 August 20, 1975,

bounded and described as
2
Beginning at 2 point at a stonewall at the northeasterly corner of Lot 1 as shown
plan and tne

terly

ing thence on a course N

corner of the premises herein conveyed and

55° 59"' E for a distance of 1054 feet,

more or less. to an iron pipe at a 50 foot right-of-way as shown on said plan;
thence turning to the
and proceeding along the boundary of said right-ofway in a southeasterly
to an iron
; thence turning he to the right

and proceeding on a course S 55 degrees W for a distance of 1100

feet, more or
le38, toapoint in te middie of a small beaver pond at the boundary with Lot 1 as

shown on said plan; thence again to the right and proceeding on a course N 87

EARLY AMERICAN AND
VICTORIAN ANTIQUES
LEE, NEW HAMPSHIRE

Friday, June 6, 1980 at 10:00 A.M.
To settle the Estafe of Mary Bartlett Carpenter, we will sell the
furnishings from her late home, known as the Carpenter Bartlett
the auction arrows from the junction of Routes 125 and 152 and
on Route 152 for 8/10 of a mile and watch for the auction arrows
also auction arrows from the junction of Routes 155 & 152.

antiques and
Farm. Follow
proceed east
to the farm;

degrees 15° W for vsietance of311feet, more or less, to a stonewall, the point of

beginning. Containing 7.88 acres, more or less.

those same premises as conveyed to the
and Marianne B. Maxcy to be contempo-

ject to the easements, covenants and re-

Small Chippendale maple chest-on-chest with bonnet top and bracket base, curly maple highboy base with cabriole
legs and shaped apron 1914 x 36%, 5'7”’ pine harvest table with tapered legs, set of 6 step-down Windsor side chairs,
Sheraton mahogany secretary with blind doors in top section and with turned legs, cherry Pembroke table containing
a drawer and with tapered legs, comb-back bowback Windsor rocker with knuckle arms, banister-back armchair
rocker, banister-back side chair with high crest, Salem rocker, bow-back and thumb-back Windsor side chairs, bow-

back Windsor rocker, maple tip top table with snake feet, pine Sheraton lightstand, maple 4-post double bed, pine 2TERMS: Ten

ceptable to pag
-and the balance
OF before thi

(10%) of the purchase price in cash or certified check, ac-

‘peration.

by Frank E. (ros
the

Siem ct

to return to work

Wicker,

strike;

Prince mirrors, quilts, paintings,
tables,

FARMINGTON
BID REQUEST
MATERIALS

a copy.-

at Marianne B. Maxcy, shall be paid at time of sale
of yoy deed, said oy to be delivered on

es

(15) days from date of sale or as agreed upon

8. Mercy,and the purchaser at said sale. Withterms and conditions of said sale may be an-

at the datesedtimeofsale hereinbefore mentioned.
earned as a con- nounced
Frank E. Max
Marianne B. Maxcy
expressly reserve the right to purchase
Marat
xh
worker and what at this sale.” “7d
having made the required d
it, but thereafter failhave earned
as a
price upon
ler of foreciosure deed,
as a deposit
attime of said sale forfeited to Frank
in Barrongton.) —E
such monie:

(The PELRB found that
Connie Parsons never inat
Was

Request For Bids

with many lovely designs.

also found that

mid-year,

Greenwood

mantle

old tools, wooden planes, plus others. Pottery including Hampshire vase,
Glass - china, pocket watches, jewelry, sterling, coin, silveralarge collection
of outstanding frames, frames, post cards, Including Dover old post cards.

New York, N.Y. 10036

Road in a southeasterly direction seven hundred ninety-five (795) feet to

Tso!

PELRB

(upholstered).

CODE, Style Number and Size.

White, dated Juno 5, 1970, recorded Strafford County

on said

turnings

many clocks - including Seth Thomas

case clock. New Haven banjo pendulum swing, German kitchen clock, tools,

Print Name, Address with ZIP

@ point begun at.

Dated at Dover,

boo

gerbread, German

SUE BURNETT
Foster's Daily Democrat
1150 Ave. of Americas

easterly direction one thousand seven hundred (1,700) feet to the back road, so-

a leed.

ceptional condition, Housier cabinet, 2 side chairs and one wicker with bam-

Q-130 — KEEPSAKE QUILTS, 24
pieced and appliqued designs.

Postage and handling.

called; thence running North 48 degrees 40’ West by said road five hundred
ninety-five (55) feet; thence continuing by said road northwesterly eight hundred

Ten per

Partial Listing: furniture, oak side by side with shelf and bevelled glass and

Q-129—DOLLS—Old and New. How
to dress them; how to make them.

Sanne eniceae $2.00,
To order, send $2.08, Includes

NH

Square oak table with leaves (excellent condition). Oak rounded glass china
cabinet, 2 sets oak chairs, jewelers bench plus cleaning machine. Governor
Winthrop desk with glass gallery. Chest of drawers, floral model Victrola ex-

ZIP

Q-125—ROSE QUILTS. 20 quilts to
Piece and applique.
BOOKS AT $3.00 EACH

Res

one thousand nine hundred six (1,906) feet; thence running by said land in an

in which the mortgaged

and

clawfeet, round oak table with pedestal base, oak library table with draw.

with

20 quilts to piece and applique.

Beginning on the northerly side of said road at the southwesterly corner of
land of Daniel Smith, and running by said Smith land North 42 degrees 50’ East

Terms:

Address

ALSO THESE BOOKS AT $2.00 EACH.
Q-124—WHITE HOUSE QUILT BOOK.

ust . . .
blouse,
2 yards | 60-inch; ace

Bo

Name,

CODE and Style Number.

tampshire, bounded and described as follows:

for the county

Gau-

until Friday May 30th. For fur-

at 6:30 pm
Friday, May 30

“Gift Section” with full
directions. Price . . . $2.00

colina jocket if ae

A certain tract of land with the buildings thereon, situated on the northerly side
of the Middle Road to Dover Neck in Dover, County of Strafford and State of New

September

Janet

Ann Danzell, George

Ricker Hilker, Carol Leach

Preview 4:30 pm day of sale.

1980 ALBUM witha 32-page

tailed skirt and a shawl-

of business in Dover, in the County of Stratford and

Book 679. Page 474

Dover,
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Maggie
farrell, Michael Farrell,
Tim Hulen, James Joyce,
Roland Kimball, Dwaine
Marino, Michelle Tessier,
Patrick Thurlo, Janet La‘erte, Mark Walsh, and
Shannon Walsh.
This celebration was the
end of several months of
hard work and study by
the children.
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The Barrington Jaycees
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Registration
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Public Skating sessions with mixed
Olympics will from 99:30
success. The Saturday night session
16.
for teenagers never really got into full
The selectmen voted to a.m. June 14 at the field
swing with only minimal attendance
offer the part time clerk or BMS students may regthroughout the season. The Sunday afposition to one of the ister with Jim Parks at
ternoon session was very successful
people that they had inter- the school. The rain date
as in previous seasons.
viewed. Upon acceptance for the Olympics will be
and were very successful.
For the
More children are participating in
by the individual,
the June 15.
1980 summer season it is planned to
the Learn-To-Skate
programs
and
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have just special events and not even
with more people learning to skate we
at a later date. Selectman
put the tennis nets up. There are sevDover
will have increased numbers at our
eral reasons for the lack of tennis use
Musler will compose a letpublic sessions. The Great Bay Figure
at the Arena. During the summer
ter to unsuccessful appliDIAL 742-4455
Skating Club, which skates at the
months, it is light later and the tennis
cants.
(Ask for Classified)
Dover Arena, has also experienced
players can use the many
An intent to cut applioutdoor
successful growth over the past year
cation was approved for
courts in the City. The prime season
DIAL 778-858
with many more skaters wishing to go
for renting indoor tennis courts is the
the Timm-Burr,
Inc. on
S
on to the advanced stages of figure
winter months
when people cannot
the Hale woods lot. CurRochester
skating. We don't have any Olympic
use the outdoor courts. Secondly, the
rent use applications were
Stars skating at the Arena yet, but it
seam in the floor required for the ice
reviewed and accepted.
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skating rink is a deterrent to the avid
u
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the present rate.
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more
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proved a request by Cal- cept any advertising which is in violation
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ever, the other skating programs are
few years for the Dover Arena to bevin Swain for a new vaclaw is not of course our responsibility.
growing fast and in a few years will _ come self-supporting through inuum cleaner to clean the Our readers are hereby informed that it
be using many more hours of ice time
creased use both in the skating season
schools.
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also.
and the off season. This area of New
The board discussed a
During the 1979 tennis season, we
England is not over saturated with
student retention and deexperienced our worst season since
skating facilities as is the case in
cided that if there were
many other areas.
opening in 1977. Tennis was a loosing
any parents with complaints they should see the
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superintendent
about
them.
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The fly-away day also
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DOVER
ICE & TENNIS ARENA
During the year of 1979 the ice skating operation at the Arena continued

also helps

as part of the Reading is other
Fundamental activities at ;
the elementary school.
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Merchandise
Real Estate

}, at their option.

may be examined by any interested

or

of Schroeder
& McLetchie, at the corner of Route28

New Hampshire, during normal business hours.
have the rightto
ion the Superior Court for _
ituated within ery, (20)Poni

drawer blanket chest with cut out base, painted pine bedroom set, piné commode, pine 8-board chest with boot jack
ends, pine 3-drawer bureau, pine deep well bureau with mirror, pine washstand with original grain paint, ladderback

rocker, tall oak double bed, oak 5-drawer chest, oak commode, Lincoln rocker, oak bookcase Larkin desk, oak lady's

desk, Victorian sofa, oak dining table, Sheraton 1-drawer lightstand with turned legs, Victorian rose-carved sofa, oak
bookcase with leaded glass doors, upright piano, organ stool, Boston rocker, fancy Victorian iron hall tree, Empire
card table, Empire secretary with glazed doors, pair of rose-carved Victorian side chairs, Victorian whatnot, rosecarved Victorian rocker, pine dressing table, 4 kitchen chairs with plank seats, walnut Victorian desk, child's high
chair, pine fall-front desk, drop-leaf table in the old red paint, pine bureaus and commodes, several Victorian beds,
walnut parlor set with love seat and 6 matching chairs, set of 6 oak dining chairs, brass bed, spinning wheel, dome-top
trunks.
3 x 6’ folk art hooked rug with 2 deer, many other hooked rugs, braided rugs, pair of iron gooseneck andirons, iron
fire tools, small iron andirons, baskets, regulator clock, hog scraper, bull’s-eye lantern, other lanterns, iron pitkin,
Gregory cranberry pitcher, coin spot itcher, cranberry vase, pattern glass, colored glass, Bristol glass vases,
picture mirror, N. Currier print, large print of Mt. Vernon, tinsel picture,
veran glass, handpainted china, goldlea!f,

Victorian shadow frame, many oval and square walnut frames wooden buckets, Plus a great deal more to be found
throughout the attics and sheds.

Sale by order of: J. Bartlett Walker, Executor
Terms: Cash or Check 1674
Excellent Parking — Tent — Seats — Caterer

Richard W. Withing ton, Inc.

Auctioneer & Appraiser - Hillsboro, N.H. 03244 - Tel. 603-464-3232 - Lic. No. 1787

